What is RPA? Is automation right for me?

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) allows businesses to automate repetitive, software-based tasks. According to Gartner, 80% of financial organizations have implemented or are currently planning to implement RPA.

The question is no longer “should I automate?” but, rather, “when should I automate?” Automation improves compliance, process quality and workforce productivity.

Are you ready to get on the fast track to automation with FIS® PreBOTs?

Problem

Many manual processes in a financial organization can be time consuming, resource intensive and/or subject to human error. FIS knows that automation is still a tough topic to navigate.

• Where do I start?
• What can and can’t be automated?
• What does automation achieve for my business?

Solution

As organizations become more resilient and future-ready, automation can help increase productivity, minimize errors, reduce cost, standardize processes and support audit functions. This allows you to focus on business growth and enhancing the customer experience. **Kick-off and accelerate your automation journey with FIS PREBOTS – an inventory of over 120 pre-built bots created and managed by FIS.** No matter what you need, there is a bot for it. And if there isn’t, we can create it.

What could automation with FIS PreBOTs mean for you?

FIS has helped hundreds of organizations adopt automation and accelerate their digital transformation journeys with 120+ PreBOTs currently available and a constantly expanding library of new PreBOTs.

**Quickly realize ROI post-implementation, no matter which BOTs you use.**

• Guaranteed efficiency gains
• Enhanced business growth and increased focus on key initiatives
• Complete transparency into BOT operations
• On-demand execution
• Dynamic allocation of BOTs to meet volume fluctuations